Electrons can be accelerated by their interaction with nonlinearly saturated electrostatic waves up to speeds with which they can undergo diffusive acceleration across supernova remnant shocks. Here, we model this wave-electron interaction by particle-in-cell and Vlasov simulations. We find that the lifetime of the saturated wave is considerably longer in the Vlasov simulation, due to differences in how these simulation methods approximate the plasma. Electron surfing acceleration which requires a stable saturated wave may thus be more important for electron acceleration at shocks than previously thought. For beam speeds above a critical value, which we estimate here, both simulation codes exclude surfing acceleration due to a rapid wave collapse. Supernova remnant (SNR) shocks are believed to be a major source of cosmic rays in the galaxy [1] . Synchrotron emission indicates the presence of highly relativistic electrons [1, 2] which are likely to be produced by diffusive shock acceleration [3] [4] [5] . To undergo diffusive shock acceleration, electrons must cross the shock repeatedly. The orientation of the shock normal relative to the magnetic field B sets the conditions electrons need to fulfill to be accelerated. Shocks for which the shock normal is orthogonal to B are believed to be most efficient for electron acceleration [5] . The thickness of such shocks is comparable to the ion Larmor radius. To undergo diffusive acceleration, the electrons must have Larmor radii exceeding the shock thickness. This implies electron energies of 10 5 eV or more which significantly exceeds the 10 eV of the cool interstellar medium (ISM) and the 10 2 eV of the hot ISM [4, 5] . The electrons must thus be preaccelerated.
Electrons can be accelerated by their interaction with nonlinearly saturated electrostatic waves up to speeds with which they can undergo diffusive acceleration across supernova remnant shocks. Here, we model this wave-electron interaction by particle-in-cell and Vlasov simulations. We find that the lifetime of the saturated wave is considerably longer in the Vlasov simulation, due to differences in how these simulation methods approximate the plasma. Electron surfing acceleration which requires a stable saturated wave may thus be more important for electron acceleration at shocks than previously thought. For beam speeds above a critical value, which we estimate here, both simulation codes exclude surfing acceleration due to a rapid wave collapse. DOI Supernova remnant (SNR) shocks are believed to be a major source of cosmic rays in the galaxy [1] . Synchrotron emission indicates the presence of highly relativistic electrons [1, 2] which are likely to be produced by diffusive shock acceleration [3] [4] [5] . To undergo diffusive shock acceleration, electrons must cross the shock repeatedly. The orientation of the shock normal relative to the magnetic field B sets the conditions electrons need to fulfill to be accelerated. Shocks for which the shock normal is orthogonal to B are believed to be most efficient for electron acceleration [5] . The thickness of such shocks is comparable to the ion Larmor radius. To undergo diffusive acceleration, the electrons must have Larmor radii exceeding the shock thickness. This implies electron energies of 10 5 eV or more which significantly exceeds the 10 eV of the cool interstellar medium (ISM) and the 10 2 eV of the hot ISM [4, 5] . The electrons must thus be preaccelerated.
The interaction between electrostatic waves and the electrons is a candidate mechanism for their preacceleration or injection and recently evidence from particlein-cell (PIC) simulations confirming that idea has been brought forward [6 -12] . Here we use the simple model [6 -8] shown in Fig. 1 . The shock-reflected ion beams in this model excite electrostatic waves which saturate by trapping electrons. Stable Bernstein-Greene-Kruskal (BGK) modes [13] should develop but the previous work in [6 -8] has shown that the sideband instability limits the lifetime of the BGK mode. For realistic beam speeds of v b =c 0:06 we found in [7] that the BGK mode collapse could accelerate electrons up to 1:5 10 4 eV which is less than the required 10 5 eV for electron injection. Excluding the sideband instability increases the lifetime of the BGK mode. Then the transport of trapped electrons across B accelerates electrons up to 6 10 4 eV [7] and above [9, 10] .
The previous studies in [6 -12] have not addressed how the stability of the BGK mode depends on the numerical scheme and on the BGK mode speed. Here we compare the result computed by a PIC simulation [8] with the results from Vlasov simulations for two BGK mode speeds. In what follows we set ! p , n 0 , v th;j , and 0 to be the plasma frequency, the electron density, and the thermal velocity k B T j =m j 0:5 of each of the j particle species with their initially Maxwellian velocity distribution and the dielectric constant. The index j equals e, bp, b1, and b2 for the electrons, the bulk protons, and both beams. We use the proton to electron mass ratio m p =m e 1830 for all three proton species. We use q j to denote the charge of species j and e is the proton charge.
The primed variables x v th;e ! ÿ1 p x 0 , t ! ÿ1
th;e f 0 j , and E v th;e n 0 m e = 0 p E 0 are dimensionless. Our simulations solve the Vlasov-Maxwell equations in 1D for an unmagnetized plasma, given by the equations describing the phase space density evolution for the four particle species in Eq. (1) and the evolution equation for the electrostatic field in Eq. (2). The PIC code solves them by the method of characteristics; the Vlasov code directly [14 -16] :
The summation over i in Eq. (2) is over bp, b1, and b2. The relative densities of the proton species are n 0 i n i =n 0 , where n 0 P i n i . We set n 0 b1 n 0 b2 1=6. Their mean velocities arev v 0 i . We perform two Vlasov simulations with different beam velocities. We refer to the simulation withv v 0 b1 ÿv v 0 b2 21 as case 1 and the simulation withv v 0 b1 ÿv v 0 b2 15 as case 2. In the PIC simulation (case 3) we setv v 0 b1 ÿv v 0 b2 15 as in [8] . We will use these cases as labels in the text and in the figures. The temperatures T bp , T b1 , and T b2 are those of the bulk protons and the beams 1 and 2. They are set to T b1 T bp 10 T e and T b2 100 T e , where T e is the electron temperature. We set T bp > T e to suppress strong turbulence as discussed in [8] and T b2 > T b1 to suppress the growth of a wave by b2, allowing us to focus on a single BGK mode. We leave the discussion of a system with two waves to future work.
Our simulations use periodic boundary conditions in space. The box length of L 8v b1 =! p is represented by 800 grid cells. The PIC simulation uses 6144 particles per cell (ppc) for the electrons and 2400 ppc for each of the proton species. The Vlasov simulations resolve phase space with a velocity step size dv 0:1 v th;e up to the maximum velocity jv max j 100 v th;e .
A plasma with the parameters above is unstable and an electrostatic wave grows. The most unstable wave has a frequency ! u that is slightly below ! p . The most unstable wave number k u fulfills the condition ! u =k u v v b1 . As we have found in [8] the wave saturates by electron trapping. The maximum velocity width v T of the island in which an electron is trapped by a wave with a constant electric field amplitude E T is obtained from E T v 2 T m e k u =4e. Since ! u =k u v th;e no electron is initially trapped by the wave. The wave saturates once the separatrix of the trapped particle island reaches the electron thermal population. We obtain an estimate E T E c for this critical field by setting the width of the trapped particle island to the phase velocity of the wave times a factor that approximates the change in the mean speed of the thermal electrons by the wave potential, giving the condition v T 2 p ! u =k u . By using ! p k uv v b1 we obtain E 0 c v v 0 b1 =2 in dimensionless variables. In Fig. 2 we show the time evolution of the waves driven by b1 in both Vlasov simulations and in the PIC simulation.
The curves 1 and 3 show a comparable growth rate. Curve 2 shows a slower growth despite having the same plasma parameters as curve 3. In the frame of reference moving withv v b1 we have a phase velocity v ph;b1
We measure values of v ph;b1 =v th;b1 ÿ3 for all simulations. The accuracy is low due to the limited frequency resolution caused by the rapid wave growth.
The Vlasov simulations represent the proton beam density down to numerical roundoff covering the speed interval between 8v th;b1 in the frame of reference moving withv v b1 . Therefore v ph;b1 is in a velocity interval that is well resolved by the beam protons. By increasing the beam speedv v b1 =v th;b1 in theVlasov simulations, we reach the limit of a cold proton beam. This may explain the faster growth of curve 1 compared to curve 2. For the PIC simulation the beam protons are well resolved in the frame of reference moving withv v b1 within the limits 3v th;b1 and here the phase speed v ph;b1 is practically outside this velocity interval. As a consequence only the Vlasov code allows the beam ions to interact with the phase speed of the wave. The slowed wave growth of curve 2 compared to curve 3 despite that they both represent the same initial plasma parameters may thus be connected to Landau damping. We leave a more detailed investigation of this issue to future work.
The curves 1 and 2 in Fig. 2 saturate at E=E c 0:7 while curve 3 saturates at E=E c 1:5. The latter rapidly collapses as in [8] . This is in contrast to curves 1 and 2. We further notice from Fig. 2 that the lifetime of the BGK mode associated with curve 2 is longer than that of curve 1 indicating that the BGK mode stability increases for decreasingv v 0 b1 . Going fromv v 0 b1 21 tov v 0 b1 15 increases the lifetime of the BGK mode to that in [7] where we suppressed the sideband instability and achieved substantial electron (surfing) acceleration due to the transport of trapped electrons across B. By crossing this beam velocity interval, the lifetime of the BGK mode goes from being limited by the sideband instability to being limited by the absorption of wave energy by surfing acceleration [7] . To understand what determines the differences in the wave saturation and collapse for the Vlasov and for the PIC simulations we compare the electron phase space distributions for cases 2 and 3. In Fig. 3 we show the electron density as a function of the position. Both simulations show practically identical density modulations for the same electric field amplitude. Figure 4 shows the spatially averaged electron distributions corresponding to Fig. 3 and normalized to their peak initial value. The electron phase space distribution in the interval ÿ10 < v 0 < 30 is well represented by the Vlasov simulation. In contrast, the electrons in the PIC simulation are well represented only for jv 0 j < 10. The island of trapped electrons centered aroundv v b1 15 is just beginning to develop in the PIC simulation while it is fully developed in the Vlasov simulation.
The Vlasov simulation can represent a Maxwellian velocity distribution for the electrons in the interval 8v th;e compared to the interval 3v th;e for the PIC simulation, both in the frame of reference where the electron mean speed vanishes. Since the velocity gap between ! u =k u and the maximum velocity reached by thermal electrons is less in the Vlasov simulation, the waves interact with the electrons at a lower E. The trapped particle island develops at lower amplitudes caus-ing the wave to saturate earlier in the Vlasov simulation than in the PIC simulation which is observed in Fig. 2 . This is further confirmed by the observation that the peak amplitude of curve 1 in Fig. 2 is higher than that of curve 2 because its largerv v b1 gives a larger velocity gap between the fastest electrons and ! u =k u .
The peak amplitude for curve 3 is identical to that in [8] and it exceeds that of curves 1 and 2. This implies by v 2 T E a larger trapped particle island in the PIC simulation than in the Vlasov simulations pushing the plasma into a different nonlinear regime. This is likely to be the reason for their differing stability. A detailed investigation of this issue is left to future work.
Once the BGK wave collapses, its energy is transferred to the electrons further accelerating them. In Fig. 5 we show the electron velocity distributions for cases 2 and 3 at t 0 280. Both distributions are similar despite the different lifetimes of the BGK modes and the electrons cover the speed interval between 4v 0 b1 which is in line with previous results [6 -8] .
In summary we have compared the evolution of a proton beam driven wave in a PIC and in a Vlasov simulation. Our initial parameters and our interpretation of the results best represent a thermalized upstream plasma without a significant hot electron component at the time the wave interacts first with the electrons. Our beam parameters have been chosen such as to minimize computation times. We leave the investigation of how our results are modified by the presence of a hot electron population and by other beam parameters to future work.
We have identified differences between results computed by both simulation codes with a significant bearing for electron injection at SNR shocks. These differences are most likely due to their different particle representations. The results obtained with the PIC simulation are in agreement with previous studies. The Vlasov simulations show, however, an increased lifetime of the BGK mode.
Atv v 0 b1 15 the lifetime of the BGK mode in the Vlasov simulation is comparable to that in [7] that excluded the sideband instability. We have to emphasize, however, that the BGK mode stability may be different in a two-or three-dimensional space. Above a critical beam speed v v 0 c 20 the Vlasov simulations show a rapid collapse of the BGK mode in line with PIC simulations.
Since our discussion based on Eqs. (1) and (2) is valid as long as all particle velocities involved are nonrelativistic we can obtain a simple estimate forv v c in the plasma in which the SNR shock is immersed. We obtain a lower bound by setting v th;e to the v th;e 10 6 m=s of the cool 10 1 eV ISM electron component. We obtain an upper bound by taking the thermal velocity of the hot 10 2 eV ISM population of v th;e 4 10 6 m=s. We may thus expect that 0:06c <v v c < 0:26c.
Belowv v c the Vlasov simulations show a stable BGK mode implying that electrons may be accelerated by the surfing mechanism. Here, the collapsing wave is in most cases not able to accelerate electrons to energies of 10 5 eV and above required for injection. This strongly suggests surfing acceleration to be the injection mechanism at slow SNR shocks. Abovev v c the injection mechanism is likely to be electron acceleration due to the wave collapse since here the PIC code and the Vlasov code predict a lifetime of the BGK mode that is too short to significantly accelerate electrons by surfing acceleration. Since however the collapsing wave can accelerate electrons up to a maximum speed of 4v v b1 it could provide the seed electrons for Fermi acceleration if the shock and thus the shockreflected ion beam have a speed comparable to or exceeding 0:2c such as SN1998bw [17] . 
